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Abstract 
Given a finite abelian group A, a subset A CA and an endomorphism 0 of A, the endo- 
circulant digraph G.4(4, A) is defined by taking A as vertex set and every vertex x adjacent o 
the vertices of the form q~(x)+ a with a E A. In this paper, the endo-circulant digraphs which 
are strongly connected are characterized and so are those that are generalized cycles. Moreover, 
a sufficient condition is obtained for an endo-circulant digraph to be a Cayley digraph. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Some families of digraphs with good diameter, routing or connectivity, proposed as 
a model for interconnection etworks, are c-circulant digraphs. This class of digraphs 
was defined in [8,9] as follows: Let N be a positive integer, A a subset of Z~, and 
cEZ.  The c-circulant digraph Gv(c ,A)  has Zv  as a set o f  vertices and adjacency 
rules given by x--~ cx + a with a E A. If c -  1, we have a circulant digraph, i.e., a 
Cayley digraph on the cyclic group Z~.  The c-circulant digraphs with the set A of  
the form A = {a, a + 1 . . . . .  a + d - 1 } are called consecutive-d igraphs and have been 
widely studied by Cao et al., see [2] and its references. 
In this paper, we study a natural generalization o f  c-circulant digraphs, the 
endo(morphism)-circulant digraphs. Let A be a finite abelian group, q5 an endomor- 
phism of  A and A a subset of  A. The endo-circulant digraph G.~(qS, A) is the digraph 
that has the elements of  A as vertices and the pairs (x, 4(x)  + a) with x E A and a ~ A 
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as arcs. In particular, the c-circulant digraphs are obtained by taking A = ZN and (9 as 
the endomorphism of ZN defined by (9(x) = cx. Moreover, the endo-circulant digraphs 
generalize the Cayley digraphs on finite abelian groups, or multidimensional circulant 
(see [4,7]), which are obtained when the endomorphism (9 is the identity mapping of 
the group. 
Examples of c-circulant digraphs are the De Bruijn digraphs B(d,k).  Recall that the 
vertices of B(d,k)  are the sequences x l . . .x~ with xi E Zd and each vertex Xl.. .xk is 
adjacent o the d vertices x2.-.x~x with x E Za. It is known that B(d,k)  is isomorphic 
to the c-circulant digraph B(d,k)=Gdk(d,{O, 1 . . . . .  d -  1}) (see [12]). Nevertheless, 
the above definition of B(d,k)  fits better with the endo-circulant digraph GA((9,A), 
where A=ZJ ,  the endomorphism (9 is the perfect shuffle defined by (9(Xl . . . . .  xk)= 
(x2 . . . . .  xk,xl ), and A = {(0 . . . . .  0,x): x E Zd}. 
The digraphs Cn(d,k), studied in [11] in the context of high arc transitivity and 
in [7] as a model of dynamic memory networks, provide other examples of endo- 
circulant digraphs. The vertices of Cn(d,k) are the elements of Z, × ZJ and each 
vertex (i;xl . . . . .  xk) is adjacent o the vertices (i + 1;x2 . . . . .  xk,x) with x E Zd. If  we 
take A=Zn × ZJ,  the endomorphism (9 defined by (9(i;xl . . . . .  xk)=(i ;x2 . . . . .  xk,xi) 
and A={(1 ;0  . . . . .  0,x): xEZd} we get Cn(d,k)=GA((9, A). 
In [1,8,9,14], some problems for c-circulant digraphs have been studied, such as 
characterizing those that are (strongly) connected, characterizing those that are gener- 
alized cycles, deciding if the line digraph preserves the property of being c-circulant, 
properties related to the isomorphism problem and others. We believe that many of 
these properties can be generalized to endo-circulant digraphs. In this paper, we focus 
on two problems: the characterization f the endo-circulant digraphs that are connected 
(Section 2), and the characterization f those that are generalized cycles (Section 3). 
Moreover, by using the structure of generalized cycles, we give a sufficient condition 
for an endo-circulant digraph to be a Cayley digraph. 
For non-defined graph-theoretical concepts we refer to [3]. Throughout this paper, A 
denotes a finite abelian group and I the identity mapping of A. 
2. Connectivity 
Let x, y be the vertices of a digraph G. A walk of length l is a sequence of vertices 
x =xox~. . .x l  = y such that (xi l,xi) is an arc for 1 ~<i~< l. A path is a walk without 
vertex repetition. It is known that the existence of a walk from x to y is equivalent to 
the existence of a path from x to y (see [3]). A digraph G is (strongly) connected if 
there exists a path between each pair of vertices. In this section, we shall characterize 
the endo-circulant digraphs that are connected. First, we need some algebraic lemmas. 
Let (9 be an endomorphism of a group A. For i/> 1, define the endomorphisms si((9) 
of A by 
si( (9 )= I + (9 + (9 2 +. . .  + (9i 1 
and take s0((9)= 0. The properties of the following lemma are easily checked. 
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Lemma 1. Let (9 be an endomorphism of a group and i, j non-negative integers. Then 
(i) (9i _ I = ((9 - I)si((9); 
(ii) si+/((9) - si((9) = (gisj((9); 
(iii) s,i((9 ) = si( (9 )s j( (9 i). 
Lemma 2. Let (9 be an automorphism of A and n ~1 an integer. Then, there is a~ 
integer k >~n such that (gk =1 and sk((9) =0.  
Proofl Let tl be the order of (9 in the group of automorphisms of A, and let t2 be the 
order of st, ((9) in the additive group of the endomorphisms of A. If  t = tl t2, we have 
(9i = I and 
s,( (9 ) = s,, ( (9 )st2 ((9" ) = s,~ ((9)s,: ( I )  = t2s,, ((9) = O. 
For the given n, take l such that It > n and k : lt. Then (gk = I and 
sk((9) =s,((9)st((9') =0. [] 
Lemma 3. Let H be a subgroup of  A of index m, (9 an automorphism of A such 
that (9 (H) :H ,  and aEA.  Then the set {si((9)(a): 0~<i} contains a O,stem of rep- 
resentatives of  A/H if and only if the set {si((9)(a): O<~i<~m- 1} is a O,stem 0[" 
representatives of A/H. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. Assume that the set {si((9)(a): 0~<i} contains a 
system of representatives of A/H. We shall show that every pair of elements of 
{si((9)(a): O<~i<~m - 1} are not equivalent modulo H. Suppose that si+/((9)(a)-- 
s i((9)(a)CH with O<. i< i+ j<~m-  1. Then, by using Lemma 1 and (9 (H)=H,  we 
have S/((9)(a) E H. Therefore, for any t ~- 0 
si+,((9)(a ) - s,((9)(a) = (9'Si((9)(a) E H. 
Then the set {st((9)(a): 0~<t<j}  has cardinality <m and contains a system of repre- 
sentatives of A/H, which is a contradiction. [] 
I f  (9 is an endomorphism of A and S C A, the smallest subgroup H of A such that 
S C H and (9 (H)cH will be denoted by ((9,S). It is the subgroup generated by the 
elements of the form (9k(s) with s E S and k~>0. 
Let a E A C A and define A(a)= {b-  a: b E A, b¢  a}. The difference subgroup of 
GA((9, A) is the group ~ = ((9, A(a)). It is independent of the particular a E A selected, 
because the subgroup generated by A(a) coincides with the subgroup generated by all 
the differences bl -b2 ,  with bl,b2 ¢ A. 
To study the connectivity, let us first consider the case when (9 is an auto- 
morphism. 
Proposition 4. Let G = GA((9, A) be an endo-circulant digraph, c~ the difference sub- 
group of  G, m the index of  ~ in A and a E A. If(9 is an automorphism of A, then G is 
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connected if and only if the set 
{si(d?)(a): O<~i<.m- 1} 
is a system of representatives of  A/~.  
Proofl Since ~b is an automorphism, the digraph G is [A[-regular. From the fact that 
every regular graph of even degree is 2-factorable [10], it follows that every regular 
digraph admits a 1-factorization. Hence every arc belongs to a cycle. Therefore, the 
existence of a path from a vertex x to a vertex y is equivalent o the existence of a 
walk from y to x. It follows that the digraph is connected if and only if there is a walk 
from a fixed vertex to any vertex. Thus, the endo-circulant digraph G is connected if 
and only if there is a path from 0 to x for all x E A. 
Assume that G is connected. Let x be a vertex of G and consider a path from 0 to 
x, say 0 =xoxl . . . x / - l x /=x .  If  xi = ~(x i - i  ) -[- ai, 1 ~i<~ l, we have 
X=O l l (a l )+O/ -2 (a2)+. . .+a  / 
/--1 l - - I  
~ Oi(a/_i - a) + ~ Oi(a) 
i=0 i=0 
l - I  
24 i (a l _ i  -- a) + sl(4)(a ). 
i=0 
Hence, x - s/((a)(a) E ~ and the set {si(4))(a): 0~<i} contains a system of represen- 
tatives of  A/@. By applying Lemma 3, we obtain that {si((o)(a): O<~i<~m- 1} is a 
system of representatives of A/~.  
Conversely, if x is an element of  A, then there exists an integer l >~0 and a y E 
such that x=s l ( (p ) (a )+ y. Let t= min{k~>l: qSk =I} .  By definition of  @, we can 
write y in the form 
t l  
y = ~2 j~ ' (a j  - a), 
./= I 
where n, 2j and t) are integers, 0 ~< r l ~< r2 ~< • ' "  ~< r,, ~< t -- 1,1 ~ 2j ~ [~l and aj E A, for 
1 ~<j ~< n. Each term of the above sum can be expressed in the form 
r~+t(p j+l - - l )  a a) ~iO~'(ai -- a):(~)r~+tp,_}_ ~b~+t(p ,+ l )  _~_ . . .  _]_ ~ ) (  / - -  
with pl =0 and p/=)q  + .. .  + 2/ 1 for 2<~j<<,n + 1. By applying Lemma 2, there 
exists q>r,, + tp,,+j such that q~q =I  and Sq(~b)=0. From Lemma 1, it follows that 
S / +q( 4) )( a ) = s l( O )( a ). Therefore, 
X = Sq+l(f~)(a) + y 
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qk l - - I  n Pj41 1 
05 (a , -  ~) 
/=0 /=1 i=p, 
q~ / - I  
= E 4,/(b/) 
/=0 
with b i E A. Thus, there exists a walk from 0 to x. 
The above proposition can easily be used to prove that the digraphs C,,(d,k) are 
connected. Indeed, we have ~ = {0} × Z~ and the index of 5_x in A is n. If we tak,: 
a=(1 ;0  . . . . .  0)E A, we have si(05)(a)=(i;O . . . . .  0), for all iEZ,,. So the condition of 
Proposition 4 is satisfied and the digraphs C,,(d,k) are connected. 
Next, we study the case when 05 is not necessarily an automorphism. Let G= Gd05, A ) 
be an endo-circulant digraph. The endo-circulant digraph defined by the subgroup qS(A ) 
of  A, the restriction of  05 to 05(A) (which will be also denoted by 4)) and the subset 
05(A) of 05(A) will be denoted by 05G. For i>~2, the digraph 05iG is iteratively define.] 
by 05iG = 4(O'-LG). 
Recall that if G I (V1,EI), G2 = (V2,E2) are two digraphs, a graph homomorphism 
from GI to G2 is a mapping f :V i  u V, such that if (x, y)E El then ( f (x ) , f ( r ) )~  E:. 
Note that, if G = G,~(05, A) is an endo-circulant digraph, the mapping 4):A - -  05(A) 
is a group homomorphism and also a digraph exhaustive homomorphism from G 
to 05G. 
The following proposition shows that the problem of deciding if G = G I(05. A) is 
connected can be reduced to the study of the connectivity of the digraph q~G. 
Proposition 5. An endo-circulant digraph G=G,t(05, A) is connected ([ amt onh" (/ 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) the set A contains a system of representatit'es qf A/O(A); 
(ii) the digraph 05G is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that G is connected. 
(i) Given xEA, then there is an element yEA adjacent o x. For some aE A, we 
have x = 05(y)+ a. Hence a is a representative of the coset x + 05(A). 
(ii) Let 05(x) and 05(y) be two vertices of  05(A). Since G is connected, there exists 
a path from x to y in G. As 05 is a graph homomorphism, by applying 05 to the verticcs 
of the path, we obtain a walk from 05(x) to 05(3') in 05G. 
Conversely, assume that conditions (i) and (ii) hold and let x ,y  be vertices in 
A. Condition (i) implies that for some zCA and some aEA,  we have y 05(z) 
a. Moreover, condition (ii) implies that there exists a path from 05(x) to ~h(z) in 
05G, say 
05(z) = 05/(05(x)) + q5 / l(05(al )) + . . .  + 05(05(al t)) + 05(al) 
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with ai E A. Define x0 = x, a/+l = a and, for 1 ~< i ~< l + 1, xi ~- (o(xi- 1 ) q- ai. Therefore, 
x=xoxl ...xt+l =y  is a walk in G from x to y. [] 
Since A is a finite group, for any endomorphism (Oof A the descending sequence 
A ~ (O(A) ~ ~bZ(A) ~ (O3(A) ~. . .  
becomes equality for some iteration. Denote by r = r((o) the minimum integer r such 
that (O~(A)=(Or+l(A). The restriction of (O to (or(A) is an automorphism of (Or(A). 
In fact, (Or(A) is the largest subgroup of A such that the restriction of (O to it is an 
automorphism. 
Proposition 6. Let G=GA((O,A) be an endo-circulant digraph and r=r( (o) .  
G is connected if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the set A contains a system of representatives of A/(O(A); 
(ii) the digraph (O~G is connected. 
Then 
Proof. It is easily checked that if A contains a system of representatives of A/(O(A), 
then (O(A) contains a system of representatives of (O(A)/(O2(A). Then, by Proposition 5, 
G is connected if and only if condition (i) holds and (O~G is connected. [] 
As an example, take the group A = Z3 × Z3 × Z6, the endomorphism (Odefined by 
(o(x,y,z)=(zmod3,x,3z),  and A = {(2,0,0),(0,0, 1),(0,0,2)}. It is easy to check that 
(O(A) = ((0, 1,0), (1,0, 3)) and that A is a system of representatives of A/(O(A). We have 
r=3 and (O3(A)=((0,0,3)). As (O3(A)={(0,0,0),(0,0,3)}, the digraph (O3GA((O,A) 
is the complete digraph of two vertices. Therefore, Proposition 6 ensures that GA((O,A) 
is connected. 
Remark that for i~>0, the difference subgroup of (OiG is (oi(~), where ~ is the 
difference subgroup of G. Since the restriction of 4) to (O~(A) is an automorphism, 
by applying Proposition 4 we see that Proposition 6 can be stated in the following 
alternative way: 
Theorem 7. Let G = GA( (O, A ) be an endo-circulant digraph, r = r( (o ) and m the index 
of (or(~) in (Or(A). Then G is connected if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the set A contains a system of representatives of A/(O(A); 
(ii) the set {si((o)((or(a)): O<~i<~m- 1) is a system of representatives of (Or(A)~ 
(Or(~). 
As a corollary we obtain the known characterization of connected c-circulant di- 
graphs. Analogously with the notation si((o), if c E ZN, we define so(c)=0 and 
s i (c )= lq_c+. . .d_c  i 1 for i~>l. 
Corollary 8 (Mora et al. [9]). Let G= GN(C,A) be a c-circulant digraph with A = 
{al . . . . .  ad}, g = gcd(N,c), N' be the greatest divisor of N such that gcd(N~,c)= 1
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and m : gcd(N',a2 - al . . . . .  ac~ - al ). The digraph G is connected if  and only if  the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) A contains all congruence classes modulo g; 
(b) gcd(N',al  . . . . .  aa) = 1; 
(c) {si(c)modm: O<~i<~m - 1}:Zm.  
Proof. Consider G as the endo-circulant digraph G= GA(dp, A) with A = Zv and ~b 
defined by qS(x) = cx. 
Since 0 (A)= gZv,  the quotient group A/fg(A) is isomorphic to Z,/. Therefore, con- 
dition (i) of  Theorem 7 is equivalent o condition (a). 
We shall show that the condition (ii) is equivalent o both (b) and (c) together. It 
is known that ~b is an automorphism of the subgroup of A of  order n if and only if' 
gcd(c ,n )= 1. Thus, the subgroup qV(A) is the subgroup of A of  order N'. 
The subgroup qS"(~) is generated by the elements c"+i (a / -a l  ). As q5 is an auto- 
morphism of ~b'(~), the elements c" (a / -  al ) generate ~b"(~). Therefore, the index of 
qS"(Fd,) in ~b'(A) is 
gcd(N', c"(a2 - al ) . . . . .  c"(ad - al )) : gcd(N', az - az . . . . .  ad - al ) = m, 
because gcd(c ,N ' )= 1. 
The isomorphism Z¥, --~ ~b~(A) defined by x ~-, c"x induces the isomorphism Zm --+ 
(J(A)/c~"(~), defined by x ~ c~x + (Y(~) .  
Hence, if condition (ii) holds, then {si(c)al mod m: 0 ~< i ~< m - 1 } = Zm. For some p, 
we have sp(c)al -= 1 modm, so gcd(m, al ) = 1. Then {si(c)modm: O<<.i<~m - 1} : Z,,, 
and gcd(N ~, al . . . . .  a~t) = gcd(m, al )=  1. Thus, conditions (b) and (c) are satisfied. Con- 
versely, from condition (b) we obtain gcd(m, a l )=  1 and, then, condition (c) implies 
that {si(c)al mod m: 0 ~< i ~< m - 1 } = Zm. The above isomorphism gives (ii). -i 
3. Generalized cycles 
A digraph is m-reachable if for every pair of vertices x, y there exists a walk of  
exactly m arcs from x to y. A digraph is said to be equi-reachable if it is m-reachable 
for some m. 
A digraph is an m-generalized cycle if there exists an m-partition V0 . . . . .  V,,,_ i of 
the vertex set such that if (x, y)  is an arc and x E Vi, then y E ~+1 (where the sub- 
scripts are taken modulo m). An equivalent condition is that there exists an 
exhaustive digraph homomorphism from the digraph onto the directed cycle of  length m. 
The sets ~ are called the stable sets of the digraph. All digraphs are 
1-generalized cycles, so the concept is only interesting for m > 1. A digraph is said to 
be a 9eneralized cycle if it is an m-generalized cycle for some m > 1. Fiol et al. [5] 
showed that a connected igraph is a generalized cycle if and only if it is not equi- 
reachable. 
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Our goal is to characterize the connected endo-circulant digraphs which are gen- 
eralized cycles. As in the preceding section, we begin with the case when (9 is an 
automorphism, and then we reduce the general case to this one via the digraphs (giG. 
Proposit ion 9. Let G = GA((9,A) be a connected endo-circulant digraph and suppose 
that (9 is an automorphism of A. I f  m is the index of the difference subgroup ~ in 
A, then G is an m-generalized cycle, and the stable sets are the cosets of 9,  
Vi=si((9)(a)+ ~, O<~i<~m- 1, 
where a E A. 
Proof. From Proposition 4 it follows that the set {si((9)(a): O<~i<~m- 1} is a system 
of representatives of  A/~. Therefore Vi = s,((9)(a) + 9 ,  0 ~< i ~< m - 1, is a partition of  
A. I f  (x, y )  is an arc and x E Vi, then, for some b E A, we have 
y = (9(x) + b E (9(si((9)(a) + ~@) + b =Si+l(O)(a) -- a .. 0 (9 )  + b 
= s i+l ( (9) (a)  --  S@ = Vii__l, 
because (9(~) = ~ and b - a E 9 .  [] 
Proposition 10. Let G=GA((9, A) be a connected endo-circulant digraph and m the 
index of the difference subgroup ~ in A. I f  (9 is an automorphism of A, then G is 
a k-generalized cycle if and only if k divides m. 
Proof. From Proposition 9 it follows that G is an m-generalized cycle with stable sets 
Vii =si((9)(a) + 9,  O<~i<m - 1, 
where a E A. 
First, suppose that k divides m. For each j ,  O<~j<<.k - 1, let ~ be the union of the 
sets Vi with i - jmodk .  Then G is a k-generalized cycle with stable sets W0 . . . . .  W~_I. 
Conversely, assume that G is a k-generalized cycle with stable sets W0 . . . . .  Wk-1. It 
is not a restriction to assume that 0 E W0. 
Any x E ~ admits an expression 
x = ~ 2 jOr ' (a  j -- a),  
i 1 
where a, aj E A and 2~i and r /a re  non-negative integers. Then, in the same way as 
in the proof of Proposition 4, there is an integer q large enough such that (9q = I ,  
Sq((9) = 0 and 
q 1 
x = ~ (gJ(b~) 
j 0 
with bi E A. Therefore, if  Fq(O) is the set of  vertices x such that there exists a walk of  
length q from 0 to x, we have ~ C Fq(O). 
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Now, if x ~ ~(0),  the vertex x admits an expression 
q 1 q--I 
x= Z 4)/(a: ) =s(:(4))(a) + E 4)/(a: - at, 
: 0 / 0 
where a, ai ~ A. Since sq(4))(a) = 0, we have x E ~ and ~(0) - -  ~.  
Let l be the remainder of  the division of q by k. Since 0 ~ ~g), we have V0 ~/ -  
~(0)c  W/ -  l~. This implies //1C WL and, recursively, ~C Wi for all i, O<~i~m-1. 
In particular, V~) C W,,,. Then, m = 0 rood k. 
Now, we consider the case when 4) is an arbitrary endomorphism. 
Proposition 11. An endo-circulant digraph G= G I(4),A) is a k-qeneralized cycle (! 
and only if 4)G is a k-generalized (Tcle. 
Proof. Let G be a k-generalized cycle with stable sets f~ . . . . .  Wa j. The sets 
4)(W0) . . . . .  4)(Wx. i) form a partition of 4~(A). Indeed, clearly the sets 4)(W,) are not 
empty and their union is 4)(A). Moreover, if 4)(Wi)C-~4)(Wi) ¢; (3, there are x~ ~ 
and y E ~ such that 4)(x)= 4)(y). By adding an a E A, we obtain that the vertex 
z= 4)(x)+ a=4) (y )+ a is adjacent from x and from y in G. If zC WI, then x and 
y belong to the stable set Wr-]. It follows that N = W/ i=  ~ and we conclude that 
4)(~) = 4)(~). 
Now, if 4)(x)E 4)(N) and 4)(x) is adjacent o 4)(y) in 4)G, then for some ac  A, we 
have 4)(y) = 4)2(x) + 4)(a) = 4)(4)(x) + a) c= 4)(Wi-i ). Therefore, 4)G is a k-generalized 
cycle. 
Conversely, assume that 4)G is a k-generalized cycle and let .f:4)G-+ Ck be an 
exhaustive homomorphism from 4)G onto the directed cycle G of length k. The com- 
position f4):G ~ G is an exhaustive homomorphism from G onto Ca. Hence G is a 
k-generalized cycle. 
Let G= G4(4),A) be a connected endo-circulant digraph and r - r (4 ) ) .  By applying 
the above proposition r times we have that G is a k-generalized cycle if and only if 
O"G is. Since the restriction of  4) to #)"(A) is an automorphism, Proposition 10 implies 
that 4)"G is a k-generalized cycle if and only if k divides the index of the difference 
subgroup 4)'(.@) in 4)"(A). Therefore, we have the next characterization. 
Theorem 12. Let G= G4(4),A) be a connected endo-circulant digraph, r= r(4) ) and 
m the index o.1 4)"(~) in Or(A). Then G is a k-~jeneralized cycle if" and only ( /k  
divides m. 
Finally, we give a sufficient condition tbr an endo-circulant digraph to be a Cayley 
digraph. Recall that, given a finite group F and a subset S C F, the Cayley digraph 
Cay(F,S)  is the digraph that has F as the set of vertices and the pairs (x, xs) with 
x E F and s ~ S as arcs. Sabidussi's theorem [13] characterizes Cayley graphs and can 
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also be stated for digraphs: a digraph G is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph if and only 
if its automorphism group has a subgroup that acts regularly on the set of vertices. 
By using Sabidussi's theorem and the structure of generalized cycle, the authors gave 
in [1] a sufficient condition for a c-circulant digraph to be a Cayley digraph. The next 
proposition generalizes this result for endo-circulant digraphs. 
Proposition 13. Let G= GAGb, A) be a connected endo-circulant digraph and m the 
index of the difference subgroup ~ in A. I f  q~m = L then G is a Cayley digraph. 
Proof. I f  m = 1 then ~b = I and G is a Cayley digraph. From now on we suppose 
m>l .  
From Proposition 9 it follows that G is an m-generalized cycle with stable sets 
Vi=si(c~)(a) + ~, where aEA and O<~i<~m-1. For xEA,  we denote by e(x) the 
subscript such that x E Ve(x). For each h E A define the mapping fh : A ~ A by 
fh(x) =x + ~ge(x)(h). 
We shall prove that fh is an automorphism of the digraph G. 
I f x -y  E 9 ,  then e(x) = e(y) and fh(x)--fh(y) =x--y E 9 .  Thus, fh maps a coset of 
to a coset of 9 .  Since the restriction of  fh to V/is injective, for each V- there exists a 
Vj such that f (v - )= Vjj. In particular, fh(Vo)= Verb). We shall show that fh(V/i)= Ve(h)+i 
by induction on i. For i = 0 it is clear. I f  it holds for i and y E V+l, the vertex y is 
of the form y = qS(x) + a for some x E V/ and a E A. Then 
fh(Y ) = dp(x ) + a + cy+l (h ) = q~(x + q~i(h ) ) + a E ~)( Ve(h)+i ) -'[- a E Ve(h)+i+l. 
Thus fh is bijective. In addition, it is easy to check that (x,y) is an arc in G if 
and only if (fi,(x),fh(y)) is. We conclude that for each h EA, the mapping fh is an 
automorphism of G. 
The set F = {fh: h E A} is closed under composition because 
fhlfh2(X) = X q- ~ge(x)(h2) q- ¢~e(x)+e(h2)(hl ) = fh2+~be(h2~(h, )(X) 
for all x E A. Therefore, F is a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of G. If  fh 
stabilizes 0, then O=fh(O)=h and fh=l .  Hence F is semiregular. Now, fh(O)=h 
implies that F is transitive. By Sabidussi's theorem, G is isomorphic to the Cayley 
digraph fay(F ,  {fa: a E A}). [] 
To illustrate this proposition, consider the endo-circulant digraph GA(C~,A)= 
Cn(d,k) described in the introduction. The endomorphism ~b, which is defined by 
c~(i;xl,...,xk)=(i;x2 .. . . .  xk,xl), is an automorphism of order k. We have seen that 
= {0} × Zd k and the index m of ~ in A is m = n. I f  k divides n, we have (~n = I 
and we conclude that Cn(d,k) is a Cayley digraph. 
We remark that the converse of the above proposition is not true as was pointed out 
in [ 1 ] for c-circulant digraphs. 
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